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ap music theory vocab - ehs boosters - ap music theory vocab diatonic: chromatic: consonant interval:
dissonant interval: interval inversion: tritone: augmented interval: diminished interval: music notation and
theory for intelligent beginners - 3 clefs the clef, a symbol that sits at the leftmost side of the staff,
specifies which lines and spaces belong to which notes. in a sense, the clef calibrates or orients the staff to
specific notes. the three most common clefs are: the treble clef for high range notes the bass clef for low range
notes the alto clef for middle range notes the treble clef (also called the g clef because it ... questions for ap
music theory vocabulary - questions for ap music theory vocabulary category: form - (9 questions) cadence
a harmonic goal or resting place, or the chord progression leading to the resting place. coda ending to a piece;
contains new material not previously heard. in sonata-allegro form, the coda is anything that occurs after the
recapitulation. cadential extension music theory for flamenco - flamencochuck - modulation artistic
preferences basic theory ... the guitar (relative to the capo); that is, e, a, d, g and b. within each key, the
major, minor, and phrygian mode scales are related (i.e., use the same notes). we have already seen this in
the above ... music theory for flamenco graduate theory placement review - cwu - this guide is meant to
help graduate students prepare for the music theory diagnostic evaluation exam. this evaluation is meant to
ensure that students have competence in theory ... modulation mode mixture all 6/4 chord types neapolitan
chord all +6th chords ninth chords ... da capo rondo sonata form, and internal parts fugue fugal subject real ...
history of music theory: rameau to schenker - history of music theory: rameau to schenker bibliography
general sources beach, david. "a schenker bibliography." ... new york: da capo press, 1969. 2 vogel, martin,
ed. beiträge zur musiktheorie des 19. jahrhunderts. regensburg: bosse, 1966. primary and secondary sources
... theory and natural order from the renaissance to the early twentieth ... classical models, sonata theory,
and the first movement of ... - * an earlier version of this paper was presented at the 2007 meeting of the
music theory society of new york ... (ending most often with a modulation to v or iii) and a second section ...
(london: r. cocks, 1848; reprinted new york: da capo press, 1979). cinnamonlassical models 4/1 (2011) ...
table reserve 1700-1800 harmony & counterpoint - theory of harmony. london: novello, 1917; rep. new
york: da capo press, 1969. verba, cynthia. "rameau's views on modulation and their background in french
theory." journal of the american musicological society 31.3 (1978), 467-79. verba, cynthia. "the development
of rameau's thoughts on modulation and chromatics." journal of the american
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